Thank you
What you are holding is the culmination of hundreds
of hours of work by many people - a love letter to
the Warp World community. I am so proud of the work
I’ve put into the last two years working behind
the scenes with Warp World and its many creative
endeavours, but this game marks a life long dream
of mine, to make something that runs on Nintendo
hardware. Many people contributed to this project
and helped guide me along the way, but I wanted to
leave this page as a thank you to you, the reader.
If you are holding this, then you are a supporter
of the community and have made an effort to own
this product. It’s thanks to you that this game
was printed in physical form, and I hope it brings
to you some fun and enjoyment. If nothing else, I
hope it adds a nice piece of memorabilia to your
collection, and that the art brings some joy to you.
Emi (Proximity Sound)

Tech Notes
This game features an “autosave” feature that saves
your progress between scenes. To prevent corruption
of data, please do not shut off the system between
scene transitions. If you do end up with corrupt
data, simply using the “Delete Save” option on the
title screen should reset things. The battery on
this cart is designed to keep the save data for one
year without playing. If you leave the game unplayed
for a year, you may find a loss in your save data.
This game is designed to work on any GameBoy system,
but it optimized for the GameBoy Color and later.
When playing on an original GameBoy, GameBoy Pocket
or Super GameBoy, the game and its music will be a
bit choppy/slow. When playing on a GameBoy Color or
later, the game will emulate an original game boy
palette with shades of green. This cannot be changed
like with original GameBoy carts.

The Story
Warp World are a group of streamers making tools
and media for others to enjoy and help out their
streams. Products like the Warp Queue and Crowd
Control allow unique and fun ways for streamers to
interact with their audiences. Marianne’s chocolate
sponsors the Warp World Podcast with a custom made
Warp Coin - sea salted chocolates which are a
delight. It would be a shame if someone decided to
eat all these treats and not share with the crew…

GRANDPOOBEAR
VP of Streamer Relations for
Warp World. First (and most
likely only) person to complete
Super Mario Bros. 3 with the
Power Glove. Can disable a
console with the power of his
stomp.

NOBLETOFU
Graphic Artist for Warp World.
Can shell jump like no other.
Former competitive bowler.

XWATER
President of Aquatics for Warp
World. Currently holds the
(only) World Record for Super
Mario 64 - HotTub%. Sometimes
goes by the name of Miki.

JAKU
CEO & President of Warp World.
Expert in Bird Law. Greatly
enjoys Olive Garden pasta and
Arizona beverages.

MONI
PR and Community Marketing for
Warp World. Holds a Masters
Degree in Social Media. Yes,
those exist. Yes, they are hard
to get. Is also a talented
vocalist.

???
Other characters from the Warp
World Community and beyond may
appear in this game…
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